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Abstract
Purpose - This research aimed to know how much the influence
of the Double Brain Power Strategy to improve the reading
comprehension of exposition text students.
Design/methodology/approach - This study used a
quantitative method by using a pre-experimental design. This
research used a pre-experimental design which was the
researchers only apply one class as the sample to consecrate pretest, treatment of behaviour towards and post-test. The
researchers also used 1 group pre-test until post-test group
design to calculate students' reading before and after treatment.
Findings - Double Brain Power strategy increased students’
reading comprehension and gave an upgrade to the students in
learning reading mastery.
Originality/value - Comprehension is the important part when
reading to get meaning and information from the texts.
Paper type – Research paper
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Introduction
Reading is an active and interactive process (Ulfiati 2018), which required the readers
builds a representation of a text using appropriate strategies(Shea and Ceprano 2017).
Appropriate reading strategies are used as important skills that have accepted the special
main on proficiency reading comprehension of students (Wong et al. 2020).
Besides that, reading is not an easy cognitive process as it includes the exercise eyeball
and brain most to get information or message from the text so that to make sure the pupils
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be able-bodied to scan efficaciously, expeditiously, and correctly(Ismail, Syahruzah, and
Basuki 2017). Reading makes sense because they are so numerous that they exceed any
individual’s capacity for close reading (Worsley 2018). So, teachers must prepare and plan
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good materials and a good strategy for reading class before they start to bring materials to
the English reading class for students more comprehend every text teacher brought (Mazzoli
Smith 2021).
Throughout the learning process, many students feel difficult to comprehend the
English text (Sataloff, Johns, and Kost, n.d.). Therefore, school teachers should learn the ability
of students when compass reading a text to enrich their awareness. The students can
comprehend a reading text when they are able-bodied to get the contents, idea, and detailed
information(Ahmadi 2017). They besides make sure deduction and on what they birth already
scan in their text (Baird, Evans, and Greenhill 2021). About this, however, comprehending a
reading text is not an easy activity. Students not only "read" but also do ether activities
unconsciously, such as thinking, interacting, speaking, listening, and writing (Wong et al.
2020).
In the learning and cognitive teaching process, four skills are identified as important;
there are speaking, listening, writing, and reading (Leong and Ahmadi 2017). Reading skill is
placed in the second stage due to reading is decisive to the success of any academic and it is
essential for successful education in and out of school (Andini and Ratmanida 2019). The
difficulties in reading can be seen through students’ comprehension, like understanding new
words, summarizing, and getting the idea from the texts (Le, Janssen, and Wubbels 2018).
The reason why the researchers will conduct this research because based on our
experienced when we were in senior high school we felt that our reading comprehension was
very low. Especially, in expository text. Besides that, we felt that our teacher not brought the
material with a good strategy to make it easy for the students to comprehend a text.
CC-BY-SA © 2021
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Besides that, based on the observation conduct by the researchers at SMAN 1
Darangdan the researchers found it for many students difficult on reading exposition text. The
students difficult when they have to face reading exposition text. They have felt hard to
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determine facts, figures, names, and dates. Another factor, their teacher just concentrated on
the topics and materials from the book without preparing a good strategy for teaching in the
class.
The teacher cannot use and implement the appropriate strategy which makes the
students have few chances and fewer actions. Many students only read the material without
knowing what they have read, as a result they had difficulty determining the facts, opinions,
figures, names, and dates. The fact thither is several calm students discombobulate to
understand a text because exposition text is a text with series of sentences that aim to explain
an idea from one point of view to the reader. So, because of that reason, many students felt
difficult to comprehend exposition text.
Students need to find better strategy that suits their style in learning (Leli 2020). In
teaching process, strategies are needed so that students are more interested in the learning
process (Hidayati 2020). So, to solve the problem, the researchers came up with decided the
idea of applying a good strategy for teaching reading. This strategy is used to make students
able to understand the text by using the Double Brain Power Strategy.
The double brain power strategy is an expectation of becoming more intelligent, able
to think faster, remember better, read faster, and understand new things quickly (CarhartHarris and Nutt 2017). By applying the findings and views a new scientific view in the student’s
mind. This strategy can make the students easier to comprehend a text by remembering facts,
opinions, figures, names, and dates. Double brainpower can make it easier when we recall the
conversation or understand complicated material. This strategy can increase our memory by
using all of our brains (Berggren et al. 2020).
CC-BY-SA © 2021
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A step by step to do that and double the brainpower. Only with a little more use of
mental capacities that students usually regard as trivial (Most, Kennedy, and Petras 2017), will
be able to develop the skill for mastering skills that the new job immediately, becomes an
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expert in any field, collect all they want to know from the overlap stacks of documents in just
a few minutes to read more intelligent, given the word by word all the important statements
contained in an article, read the report detailed report in just a few minutes, finding false a
piece of information and hidden error that premises immediately, evaluate the information
and apply it in practice immediately (MacLean, Bullock, and Giesbrecht 2019).
There are two techniques and six strategies in the Double Brain Power Strategy (daniel
Y. wang, Douglas B. johnson 2017). Technique First, Drive issued a natural mind of the body,
to test the students’ brainpower multiplier will feel the amazing potential of these brain
multipliers. Here are the sixth strategy is to maximize the ability of the brain by using the
invention recent scientific discoveries regarding the body and mental efficiency: Mental
acuity, Problem-solving and inspiration, Exercise overall mental function, Short-term memory,
Long-term memory, and Recalling the facts and figures significant. Technique Second,
Scientific techniques that improve mental ability, Scientific investigation of the brain has
provided astonishing results. New ways to issue and focusing the ability of the out brain have
been created. This is not to attract attention in every field of biology and psychology research.
For the average person, the implication of this finding is not counted, if the terms of the
utilization of new scientific mind applied correctly, this can help them multiply their brain is
able even to three-fold. By applying these breakthrough discoveries, it for us to massively
multiply our ability to learn, ability to memory, ability to read, ability to listen, and ability to
think.
But science has methods that have not been revealed who will make all of them. For
example, research shows that within one hour, 60% of everything learned will be forgotten,
CC-BY-SA © 2021
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and in a month that we forget to reach 80% of the formula that will they learn to use a natural
learning cycle that allows, unfortunately, still can mountain all everything they need to
remember up to 90% for years. Another example most of us have been taught the habit of
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reading is not good, but the premises using a double approach of brainpower can double their
reading speed by reading more intelligent, read well, think well, and carefully reading the text
without using any speed techniques if the speed reading methods they have learned would
be reading speed. The six strategies are: Mental acuity, Problem solving and inspiration,
Exercise overall mental function, Short term memory, Long term memory, Recalling the facts
and figures, significant
So, based on the background above, then the researchers were attracted to investigate
the teaching of reading students comprehension through double brain power strategy with
the question Is there any significant improvement for comprehension reading of students in
exposition text taught by using Double Brain Power Strategy?

State of The Arts and Distinguish
(Le, Janssen, and Wubbels 2018) explained, that double brain power strategy had
many advantages for learning process. They also said that the double brain power strategy
can make the students easier to comprehend material in learning process but should using
long process. But, in this research, the researchers focused on short, simple, and more specific
text and the topics were varied in terms age group because this research aimed to investigate
how double brain power strategy works with more complicated text topics of expository
genre.
Related to the mentioned background, the research problem on this research was “is
there any significance improvement on the students reading comprehension in reading
exposition text taught by using double brain power strategy?” This research was conducted
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to conclude and analyze the double brain power strategy in teaching exposition text for 11
grade of senior high school.
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The method that was used in this research was the quantitative method by using a preexperimental design. Quantitative research was an adjustment distributes by quantifying and
analyzing variables to get a result (Apuke, 2017). It involved the utilization and analysis of
numerical facts victimization particular statistical technics to reply dubiousness care who, how
much, what, where, how many, and how. One of the designs from the quantitative method
was a pre-experimental design. This design was advised as near simplest and basic amongst
each search designing. The suffix 'experimental' affirms to the actuality that the experimenter
manages a main varying to see its impact upon a dependent variable. Nevertheless, the prefix
'pre' affirms the fact these designs betray to accommodate a controlled grouping (Sung et al.,
2019).
The reason why the researchers conducted a quantitative method using preexperimental design because the researchers like to use static numerical data to analyze
students' outcomes. Besides that, the quantitative method was used to specify there was and
significant impact of the double brain power strategy after the application in the class. This
research used a pre-experimental design which was the writer only apply one class as the
sample to consecrate pre-test, treatment of behavior towards, and post-test. The researchers
also used 1 group pretest until posttest group design to calculate students' reading before and
after treatment.
The pretest was given to students to get out the reading of students’ achievement in
analytical exposition text before treatment. After that, treatment of reading comprehension
by using a double brain power strategy was given to students. Posttest was given to get out
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comprehension of reading students achievements after treatment. The researchers victimized
pre-test and post-test to gather the data of the students’ recital inclusion and to investigate
the impact of the method that the writer applied.
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Pretest is a form of questions given before the lesson/material has been submitted.
The pretest is conducted by the researchers before the treatment to measure students
reading achievement. It will consist of 10 multiple choice questions.
Question

Content

Score

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Pollution

10 point / question

8, 9, 10.

Global Warming

10 point / question

10 questions

100 points

Table 1: The structure of the pretest

Post-test is a test conducted after implementing of double brainpower plan in recital
analytic exhibition text. In this research, the post-test was an evaluation to calculate how
effective students’ reading after using the double brain power strategy. It will consist of 20
multiple-choice questions.
Question

Content

Score

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Cigarette

5 point / question

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.

Education

5 point / question

14, 15, 16.

Government

5 point / question

17, 18, 19, 20.

Agriculture

5 point / question

20 questions

100 points
Table 2: The structure of posttest

Findings and Discussion
The researchers finished researching the implementation of the Double Brain Power
Strategy to increase expository reading comprehension. The researchers conducted this
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research by teaching a class of 11th grade MIPA-1 students in SMAN 1 Darangdan. The total
number of students who participated in this research was 25 students.
As the previous explanation, the researchers used a test in collecting the data from
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students which is the data beingness as a sample of the search. The researchers used pre-test
before doing the treatments and used post-test after giving the treatments. In the process of
implementation pre-test for the first and post-test for final research, students were asked to
answer the reading comprehension on exposition questions in multiple choices individually.
Based on calculated, there was a significant difference between students’ pre-test and
post-test. The pre-test mean score of the students was 52 with the lowest score 00 and 90
was the highest score. It could be seen that there was a significant difference between
students’ pre-test and post-test. The post-test mean score of the students was 80.4 with the
lowest score 65 and 100 was the highest score.
Classification of Reading

Total Number

Total Number of

Comprehension Level

of Students

the Students in
Percentage

Excellent

1

4%

Good

1

4%

Enough

6

24%

Poor

14

56%

Very Poor

3

12%

Table 3: Pre-test reading comprehension class students’ result

From the table, pre-test result in the class experimental could be described:
there were 3 students got very poor (12%), 14 students were poor (56%), 6 students
were enough (24%), 1 student was good (4%), and 1 student was excellent (4%).
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Classification of Reading

Total Number

Total Number of

Comprehension Level

of Students

the Students in
Percentage
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Excellent

1

4%

Good

22

88%

Enough

1

4%

Poor

1

4%

Very Poor

0

0%

Table 4: Post-test reading comprehension class students’ result

From the table, post-test result in the class of experimental could be described: there
were not students got very poor, 1 student was poor (4%), 1 student was enough (4%), 22
students were good (88%), and 1 student was excellent (4%).
25
20
15
10
5
0
Very Poor

Poor

Enough

Pre-Test

Good

Excellent

Post Test

Figure 1:Result change pre-test and post-test

In this part, the researchers presented the discussion about the data analysis on the
research that has been presented in the findings part. In this case, the researchers divided
discussion about data analysis, which was intended to find out the influence of the Double
Brain Power Strategy to comprehend a text by students, it could be identified through the
result of pre-test and post-test experiment class and control class.
Based on the analysed from the students’ post-test control, the mean score was 80,4.
It indicated that after was given a treatment by using the Double Brain Power Strategy, the
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students had better achievements in comprehend a text, and the researchers had knowledge
in the application of treatment the students’ attention be focused on reading, and the
students easy to understand the text because their critical thinking developed which can
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develop comprehend their reading.
Based on the research method in this research, the researchers conducted the
quantitative method with a pre-experimental design. In this research, the first step was
administering of pre-test by giving students multiple-choice questions. A pre-test was given
to the 25 students of the experimental and control group to measure their ability before being
given treatment. The test was given to know basic comprehension in reading and to know
their earlier skills before they got treatment. The experimental class got a treatment by using
Double Brain Power as a strategy during getting the treatment, the students felt interested,
happy, active, enjoy, and enthusiastic in the learning process. In the last step, the researchers
were administering of post-test. The post-test did with the first they asked to answer the
multiple-choice question with the stage of the text were more difficult. The test was used to
measure the students’ ability after they were given the Double Brain Power treatment.
Besides that, based on the research, the researchers got some advantages from used
Double Brain Power Strategy, there are:
Help the students to can read a text smarter and increase the idea of a text per minute
not words per minute. It can take in all reader’s ideas without reading all the words. The
heading for the section, for instance, or almost any one of the sentences in it can give a sense
of the key points. The reader focuses on the text and remembers what you have read.
Take time–saving shortcuts with the reading map. It will help to locate the precise
information you want up quickly. The reading map is based on the simple premise that most
factual material is constructed according to well-known. This can conclude everything from
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facts, opinions, figures to clarifications, case history, photographs, illustrations, diagrams,
tables, graphs, or charts.
Based on Thea Raduntz statement that in reading we can use Double Brain Power
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Strategy because this strategy is effective, especially in developing comprehend exposition
text students (Radüntz 2020). Compared with research findings in this research that there are
significant differences in comprehending a text of students before and after being taught using
the Double Brain Power Strategy. Thus, it can be concluded that the effectiveness of using
Double Brain Power as a strategy on the students’ comprehend an exposition text is effective
for teaching the reading process, especially for 11 grade in SMAN 1 Darangdan.

Conclusion
This study was conducted to know that the Double Brain Power strategy could
increase students’ reading comprehension and give an upgrade to the students in learning
reading mastery. To demonstrate the research the researchers collected the data from pre-test
and post-test that given to the students. The researchers held the research for the eleventh
grade of students in SMAN 1 Darangdan, specifically at XI-MIPA 1 class. Based on the research,
the result from the pre-test and post-test has a significant difference, it was proved by getting
1300 total score of pre-test and 2010 total score of post-test. Then get 52 for averages score
of pre-test and 80,4 for averages score of post-test. The researchers concluded that after used
the Double Brain Power Strategy and applies to the students, they were enthusiastic and
stimulated to reading analytical exposition text to collect many right answers and get many
high scores. Therefore, it can be concluded that implementation of the Double Brain Power
Strategy in exposition text has a significant impact on the reading comprehension of 11th-grade
students in SMAN 1 Darangdan.
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Implications of Findings
Double Brain Power Strategy can be applied in teaching English language learning
especially in teaching expository text. Double Brain Power Strategy is a strategy that can
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improve their reading and can be considered in teaching the materials from the school at the
time. Therefore, the students enthused and get stimulated interest in English learning process,
and make a situation of the class more fun minimize the pressure in teaching and learning
process.
The students can explore the reading materials apply Double Brain Power Strategy.
So, they can improve their knowledge, especially in their reading ability, and the writer hoped
the students can find appropriate strategy to increase their reading comprehension, especially
in expository text.
For the researchers, this strategy is another way to teach expository for the students.
By Double Brain Power Strategy, the teacher knows what students’ situation in the learning
process, teacher can make the learning process more enjoyable because this strategy is not old
to the student. There are so many versions of applied Double Brain Power Strategy that applied
in learning activities. The next researcher can modify the strategy. So, hoped that can be more
effective in teaching and learning activities. Thus, this strategy is not only for reading, but it can
be beneficial in English learning for all aspects of English.
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